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Comparative metabolomics in vegans and omnivores reveal constraints on diet-dependent gut microbiota metabolite production
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ABSTRACT

Objective The consumption of an agrarian diet is associated with a reduced risk for many diseases associated with a ‘Westernised’ lifestyle. Studies suggest that diet affects the gut microbiota, which subsequently influences the metabolome, thereby connecting diet, microbiota and health. However, the degree to which diet influences the composition of the gut microbiota is controversial. Murine models and studies comparing the gut microbiota in humans residing in agrarian versus Western societies suggest that the influence is large. To separate global environmental influences from dietary influences, we characterised the gut microbiota and the host metabolome of individuals consuming an agrarian diet in Western society.

Design and results Using 16S rRNA-tagged sequencing as well as plasma and urinary metabolomic platforms, we compared measures of dietary intake, gut microbiota composition and the plasma metabolome of vegans and omnivores. The proportion of vegans capable of producing equol, a soy-based gut microbiota metabolite, was less than that was reported in Asian populations. Among the many factors that influence the gut microbiota, diet has received considerable attention because of its potential impact on health. Studies using rodent models, surveys in various mammalian species and cross-sectional studies in globally distinct human populations suggest that diet has a strong effect on the composition of the gut microbiota.1–3 By contrast, more moderate dietary interventions that can be sustained in humans long term suggest that the impact of diet may be more modest.5–8 Long-term consumption of agrarian plant-based diets has been associated with greater...
taxonomic and bacterial gene diversity, higher levels of short chain fatty acid production and greater *Prevotella/Bacteroides* ratio. Multiple disease states are associated with a decrease in the diversity of the gut microbiota, a hallmark of ‘dysbiosis’—thus reversal of the dysbiotic microbiota through dietary modification or other means could serve to maintain health and/or treat disease.

Diet provides the substrates for the production of a multitude of small molecules that, after first-pass metabolism in the liver, circulate systemically where they may have diverse effects on host physiology. For example, dietary choline or carnitine can be converted by the gut microbiota to trimethyl amine that is subsequently oxidised in the liver to trimethyl amine oxide, a small molecule associated with increased risk for coronary vascular disease. With a genome size approximately 150-fold greater than the mammalian host, the metabolome of the gut microbiota allows production of a multitude of small molecules not produced by the host. Specific molecules produced are regulated by substrate availability, product abundance, microbial gene activity and other mechanisms not readily inferred from the simple quantification of microbial gene abundance. Thus, taxonomic information of the gut microbiota, or even whole genome analysis, may not be adequate to predict the metabolome of a complex microbial community.

Here, we studied healthy vegans and omnivores to investigate the effect of diet on the gut microbiota and the host metabolome in subjects living in an urban Western environment. We observed differences between the groups in macronutrient and micronutrient consumption, the composition of the gut microbiota, and plasma and urinary metabolomes. Differences in the metabolome largely reflected the lower intake of both protein and fat and higher intake of carbohydrates in vegans. The vegan metabolome contained a higher level of metabolites produced by the gut microbiota. In contrast to diet, the microbiota composition was not strongly associated with plasma metabolite levels. Similarly, there was a surprisingly modest difference in the composition of the gut microbiota between omnivores and vegans. The similarity in the taxonomy of the gut microbiota despite the divergent diets allowed us to determine the impact of substrate abundance versus bacterial community membership on the production of two well-characterised products of gut microbiota, and plasma and urinary metabolomes. Differences in the gut microbiome composition between vegans and omnivores. Random exclusion criteria have been previously described for our cross-sectional study among vegans and omnivores and longitudinal controlled feeding experiment (CAFÉ) among omnivores. The cross-sectional study included 15 vegans and six omnivores who were newly recruited and the baseline data of 10 omnivores included in the CAFÉ. The vegans consumed a vegan diet for a minimum of 6 months. Each participant completed three 24 h dietary recalls within 1 week as previously described after which faecal, fasting blood and urine samples were collected.

**Materials and Methods**

**Human subjects**

Exclusion criteria have been previously described for our cross-sectional study among vegans and omnivores and longitudinal controlled feeding experiment (CAFÉ) among omnivores. The cross-sectional study included 15 vegans and six omnivores who were newly recruited and the baseline data of 10 omnivores included in the CAFÉ. The vegans consumed a vegan diet for a minimum of 6 months. Each participant completed three 24 h dietary recalls within 1 week as previously described after which faecal, fasting blood and urine samples were collected.

16S rRNA gene sequencing and plasma metabolomics

DNA was isolated from stool as described in refs. 6 and 13. Bacterial 16S rRNA gene sequences were PCR amplified using primers binding to the V1V2 region using bar-coded primers. Sequence reads were quality controlled and analysed using the QIME pipeline with default parameters. Human plasma samples were extracted and analysed on liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS), LC/MS/MS and gas chromatography (GC)/MS platforms by Metabolon (Durham, North Carolina, USA).

**Plasma protein assays**

Plasma glucose, cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) and triglycerides were determined on a COBAS c501 (Roche, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA); estimated low-density lipoprotein (LDL) was calculated using the equation (LDL=total cholesterol–HDL cholesterol–(triglycerides÷5)). Plasma insulin was measured by radioimmunoassay with intra-assay coefficient of variation (CV) of 2.2%. Plasma adipokines and cytokines were measured by ELISA (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA).

**Urinary metabolomics**

Analysis of organic acids by analysis of trimethylsilyl derivatives of ethylacetae extracted organic acids was performed using GC electron impact MS as previously described. Data were accumulated by full scan ion collection over the range 50–600 m/z. Peak identities were confirmed by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) library search.

**Faecal SCFA analysis**

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra of faecal water were acquired using nuclear Overhauser spectroscopy (NOESY) presaturation on a four-channel Bruker Ascend 700 MHz spectrometer (Bruker, Germany), and a ‘targeted profiling’ approach of quantitatively characterising NMR spectra was applied where concentrations were quantitatively determined using the 700 MHz library from Chenomx NMR Suite V7.1 (Chenomx, Edmonton, Canada).

**Hydrogen–methane breath testing**

Hydrogen and methane production were quantified using methods similar to previously described methods. Briefly, after an overnight fast and baseline values determined, samples were obtained at 15 min intervals for 3 h following ingestion of 10 g of lactulose with gas analysis by Breathtracker gas chromatograph (Quintron, Milwaukee, Wisconsin).

**Bioinformatic and statistical analyses**

Micronutrient intake was standardised using linear regression adjusted for total calorie intake with residual values centred and scaled. Principal component analysis, multidimensional scaling (MDS) and permutational multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) analyses were performed in R. Weighted and unweighted UniFrac distances were used to compare overall microbiome composition between vegans and omnivores and were used for MDS analyses. Standardised micronutrient quantities and log-transformed metabolites between vegans and omnivores were compared by t test. Clustering analysis used Manhattan distances for the microbiota samples and correlation coefficients for micronutrients or metabolites. Wilcoxon rank-sum and Fisher’s exact test identified differential bacterial genera abundance between vegans and omnivores. Random forest (RF) classification was used to evaluate the predictive accuracy of metabolite data to distinguish vegans from omnivores. Bacterial genus diversity was determined by Simpson’s index. PICRUSt was used to infer gene representation using taxonomic information from 16S rRNA gene sequencing.
RESULTS
Macronutrient and micronutrient consumption in omnivores and vegans

Dietary consumption was quantified using the mean of three 24 h dietary recalls. Data for one participant were excluded due to implausibly low-reported calorie intake. Consolidation of the 153 macronutrients and micronutrients into principle components revealed clear separation of the dietary intake between the omnivores and vegans (figure 1A). Vegans consumed more carbohydrates, 296.9 (98.3) g versus 246.5 (81.2) g, but less protein, 79.1 (22.9) g versus 89.1 (33) g and fat, 63.8 (20.5) g versus 86.3 (39.1) g than omnivores (figure 1B). Over half of the macronutrients and micronutrients were significantly different between groups (see online supplementary table S1) despite the relatively modest size of our sample set (n=16 for omnivores and n=15 for vegans).

Only slight differences between the gut microbiota of omnivores and vegans.

To characterise the microbiota of our subjects, we collected faecal samples, purified DNA and amplified and sequenced 16S rRNA gene tags (V1V2 region). Despite the distinctive diets (figure 1 and online supplementary table S1), 16S sequence data showed a modest, though statistically significant, difference in composition in unweighted (presence/absence) UniFrac analysis (figure 2A, PERMANOVA, p=0.007), but not in an abundance weighted analysis (figure 2B, p=0.15). Only seven taxa had differential presence at a nominal p value <0.05 (Fisher’s exact test, see online supplementary table S2), all with median relative abundance <1%; Prevotella was not amongst these. No taxa differed significantly in the presence or abundance at the genus level after correction for multiple comparisons (q value, see online supplementary table S2). Measures of diversity and evenness were not significantly different between groups (figure 2C, Simpson index p=0.53) nor was there any difference in phylogenetic diversity (see online supplementary figure S1). Thus, differences in gut microbiota between omnivores and vegans sampled in an urban environment in the Northeastern USA were quite modest.

The plasma metabolome of omnivores is determined largely by diet.

The health benefits of a plant-based diet have been well described. Our protocol excluded participants with immunodeficiency syndromes or significant GI diseases, but as a further check, biomarkers associated with metabolic diseases such as body mass index (BMI), glucose homeostasis, inflammatory markers and plasma lipid levels were compared between omnivores and vegans (see online supplementary figure S2). Only total cholesterol (p=0.04) and LDL (p=0.016) differed between the groups, with levels being higher in omnivores as expected.

The concentration of 92 plasma metabolites, of 361 metabolites tested (25%), differed between omnivores and vegans (q value<0.05, figure 3A and see online supplementary table S3). Thirty out of 144 lipid and 22 out of 88 amino acid metabolites, labelled yellow and red on the upper x-axis, were significantly elevated in omnivores (q value<0.05, see online supplementary table S3). Eleven out of 47 xenobiotic metabolites, labelled purple, are significantly elevated in vegans (q value<0.05, see online supplementary table S3). Using RF classification, a multivariate technique reporting on the consensus of a large number of decision trees, we analysed the plasma metabolome to identify biochemistries partitioned in subjects according to diet. A model based on 30 metabolites, roughly categorised into six areas (amino acids, carbohydrates, cofactors and vitamins, lipids, nucleotides and xenobiotics) resulted in a predictive accuracy of 94% (figure 3B). These results demonstrate that the plasma metabolome of omnivores, relative to vegans, particularly reflects the differential intake of meat and fat, demonstrating a direct effect of diet on the host metabolome. However, a few metabolites predominant in the plasma of omnivores (see online supplementary able S3) are metabolites generated with contributions from both the host and the gut microbiota. These include monomethyl branched-chain fatty acids (mmBCFAs), such as 13-methylmyristate and 15-methylpalmitate, mmBCFAs can be derived from meat and dairy consumption, produced endogenously from branched-chain amino acids (ie, valine, leucine and isoleucine) or be synthesised by bacteria and incorporated into bacterial cell membranes.

Targeted quantification of urinary metabolites derived from metabolism by the gut microbiota also reveals a significant separation between omnivores and vegans (figure 3C). The detection of these metabolites in both the urine and the plasma (see online supplementary table S3) reflects the dynamic relationship regulating plasma levels of these metabolites that are absorbed by the host after production by the gut microbiota with subsequent excretion in the urine.

In contrast to diet, the microbiota composition was not strongly associated with the plasma metabolome. In pairwise associations of microbial taxa and metabolites after adjustment for vegan versus omnivore diet, the strongest association was for Barnesiellaceae with cystine (p=0.00002, q=0.24); no unique bacterial taxa were significantly associated with individual metabolite levels after adjustment for multiple comparisons. In conjunction with the modest effect of these diets on the composition of the gut microbiota (figure 2), this minimal association is consistent with a dominant role of diet in determining the host metabolome.

Diet-dependent metabolites produced by the gut microbiota of vegans.

Vitamins and other plant-based products such as ascorbate, xanthine metabolites and products of benzoate metabolism were elevated in the plasma metabolome of vegans relative to omnivores. Several of these reflect the plant-based diet of vegans (figure 1B and see online supplementary table S1). Twenty-eight metabolites were more abundant in vegans with a q value <0.05. Approximately one-third of these metabolites are composed of products produced by the gut microbiota (see online supplementary table S3: marked in gray). One example is the benzoate metabolism of plant polyphenolic compounds (figure 4). Grains, nuts and berries, prominent in the vegan diet, contain phenolic phytochemicals such as hydroxybenzoic acids, hydroxycinnamic acids, flavonoids and condensed tannins. Bioavailability of phenolic compounds is limited due to covalent linkage to the plant cell walls. Gut absorption, enhanced by the enzymatic activity of the gut microbiota, reduces these polyphenols into smaller phenolic compounds. Several metabolites suggest a chlorogenic acid bacterial metabolism, including hippurate, catechol sulfate and 3-hydroxyhippurate, were increased in vegans, as were other likely polyphenolic gut metabolites such as 4-hydroxyhippurate, 4-ethylphenylsulfate (identified in the RF classification, figure 3B) and 4-vinylphenyl sulfate, whose metabolic origins are less well established.
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A plant-based vegan diet does not alter faecal short chain fatty acid or breath methane levels.

Individuals living in Western societies have lower levels of faecal SCFA and methane production than individuals from traditional agrarian societies. These differences have been attributed to an increased consumption of indigestible fibre, which is a substrate for bacterial fermentation. However, despite the consumption of a plant-based diet in vegans (Figure 1B and see online supplementary table S1), quantification of faecal SCFA levels by proton NMR (see online supplementary table S4) and methane production by breath testing (see online supplementary table S5) revealed no difference between vegans and omnivores in our cohort.

The residence in an agrarian society is associated with a gut microbiota differing from individuals residing in Western societies. Genomic representation for fermentative pathways, based on a PICRUSt analysis, suggested a greater capacity for SCFA production in Africans in Burkina Faso (BF) than residents in the European Union (EU). Predicted gene representation for glycan-degrading enzymes showed differences for the BF versus EU subjects (49 out of 76 significant; ‘glycan biosynthesis and metabolism’ and ‘carbohydrate digestion and absorption’ greater in BF, \( p=1\times10^{-7} \) and \( 1\times10^{-8} \), respectively, by Welch two sample t test), whereas a similar analysis did not show a difference for omnivores versus vegans studied here (\( p>0.18 \) for both comparisons). Nevertheless, the vegan diet more resembled residents in BF than the EU—vegans showing a greater intake of fibre, carbohydrate and starch, with lower intake of energy, fat, protein and sugars (see online supplementary table S4). Together, these results suggest that faecal SCFA levels, determined by bacterial fermentation, are regulated by both substrate abundance provided by diet and the bacterial lineages comprising the gut microbiota.

We confirmed these findings in a CAFÉ, whereby omnivorous healthy human subjects were randomised to consume a high-fibre/low-fat or low-fibre/high-fat diet for 10 days. To achieve these dietary goals with no change in protein or energy intake, the intake of sugars and carbohydrates was manipulated concurrently with the desired changes in fat and fibre intake. Colonic...
transit time was longer in the group consuming the low fibre relative to the high-fibre diet (see online supplementary figure S3).6 Despite significant increases in fibre, starch, sugar and total carbohydrate consumption, there were only very modest effects of diet on the composition of the gut microbiota6 and no significant effect on the levels of faecal SCFAs (see online supplementary table S4). Furthermore, the high level of intersubject variability in faecal SCFA levels at baseline in this CAFÉ was not reduced in either the high-fibre or the low-fibre group despite the consumption of an identical diet for 10 days within each group6 (see online supplementary figure S4) suggesting that intersubject differences in gut microbiota composition may determine SCFA levels. Indeed, consumption of identical diets in the CAFÉ did not reduce gut microbiota intersubject variability nor did it lead to consistent alterations in the gut microbiota among subjects on the same diet.6

Diet and the gut microbiota in the production of phytoestrogens

Phytoestrogens are hypothesised to have numerous health benefits.33 Equol, a phytoestrogen, is a byproduct of metabolism of isoflavones found in high concentrations in soy-based foods. While only 30% of adults in Western populations are able to produce equol from soy isoflavones, nearly 60%–70% of residents in Asia are equol producers.34 The omnivores consumed relatively little phytoestrogen precursors for equol generation (daidzein and genistein) and none had detectable equol in plasma. In contrast, vegans consumed much more phytoestrogen precursors for equol generation (figure 5), yet only 40% of the vegans had detectable equol in plasma (p=0.006). Among vegans, consumption of isoflavones was slightly higher among those with detectable plasma equol (figure 5) but none of these trends were statistically significant (daidzein p=0.22; genistein p=0.21). Thus, these data also emphasise that both exposure to substrates and microbial metabolic capacity jointly determine the cometabolites observed in plasma.

DISCUSSION

The composition of the gut microbiota has been linked to residence in Western versus agrarian societies2 3 30 35 and to differences in diet.2 6 7 Perhaps, the largest impact of diet has been observed when carbohydrates were eliminated from the diet,36 though exclusion of all carbohydrates is not sustainable or beneficial to health in humans. Controlled feeding studies in humans using less extreme differences in diet suggest that the effects on gut bacterial communities can be much more modest.6 7 Veganism is one of the most extreme dietary patterns that is sustainable for extended periods in Western countries. Here, we compared urban dwelling vegans and omnivores from the same US environment, revealing that the considerable dietary differences correlated with large variations in the metabolome, including cometabolites produced by the gut microbiota, but that differences in bacterial community composition were modest. This suggests that if the significant differences in gut microbiota composition in globally distinct human populations2 3 34 are due to diet, such differences may take several generations to evolve or require very early life exposures. Alternatively, the differences in microbiota composition may be, in part, due to environmental factors independent of diet.

In our study, major differences in the metabolome included increased levels of cometabolites that result from metabolism of plant-derived products by the gut microbiota among vegans and increased levels of lipids and amino acids derived from the consumption of animal products among omnivores.26 The gut
microbiota, therefore, contributes more prominently to the plasma metabolome of vegans than omnivores. Although only a modest number of these metabolites are known products of gut microbial metabolism because the eukaryotic genome is incapable of producing them, studies in rodents suggest that the contribution of the gut microbiota to the host metabolome may be larger, numbering in the hundreds of chemical species. Plant-based diets are well known to serve as substrates by which the gut microbiota can produce metabolites that are subsequently absorbed by the host. A previous study comparing the urinary metabolome of omnivores and lactovegetarians by proton NMR spectroscopy identified approximately a dozen
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metabolites that distinguished subjects in these two groups.39 Our results extend this observation by showing the co-occurrence of differentially expressed metabolites in both the plasma and urine of omnivores and vegans demonstrating that the plasma metabolome is regulated by both metabolite production as well as excretion, a balance that is hypothesised to have important health implications. For example, the decreased renal clearance and subsequent elevated plasma levels of certain metabolites delivered to the host by the gut microbiota, such as p-cresol and trimethylamine oxide, may play a role in the development of comorbidities in patients with chronic kidney disease.10 11 40

The very modest difference between the gut microbiota of omnivores relative to vegans juxtaposed to the significantly enhanced dietary consumption of fermentable plant-based foods in the latter provides a unique opportunity to examine the impact of gut microbiota composition on the production of metabolites such as SCFAs. Faecal SCFA levels in residents of agrarian societies are very high relative to those living in Westernised societies2 31 and correlate with increased faecal bacterial numbers, yet there is little increase in faecal SCFA levels in omnivorous humans residing in Western societies when receiving dietary supplements of fermentable carbohydrates43 (reviewed in ref. 44)—findings similar to our results comparing omnivores and vegans and our CAFÉ. By contrast, significant reduction of dietary carbohydrates in omnivores leads to much lower levels of faecal SCFAs and decreased bacterial numbers.36 45 We propose the following model to explain these observations by considering the relationship between fermentable substrate abundance in diet to product generation by fermentation within the context of gut microbiota composition (figure 6). The coevolution of the gut microbiota with its herbivorous mammalian host has led to a microbial community capable of delivering high levels of SCFAs to the host on a plant-based diet.44 Taxonomic representation of a fermentative signature predominant in nonhuman herbivorous mammals1

Figure 4 Plasma levels of plasma metabolites in omnivores and vegans derived from gut microbiota metabolism of plant polyphenolic compounds. *p<0.1, **p<0.05.

Figure 5 Association between the consumption of dietary substrates used by the gut microbiota to produce equol showing the standardised intake of diadzein and genistein in omnivores and vegans with and without detectable plasma levels of equol.
together with society-dependent studies identifying specific bacteria taxa capable of high levels of fermentation supports this notion.32 Similarly, the distinctive gut microbiota in human residents of agrarian societies facilitates high SCFA production associated with the consumption of a plant-based diet.23 The enrichment of genera such as Prevotella, whose relatives found in the rumen are rich in xylanase, carboxymethylcellulase and endoglucanase,24 may establish a ‘permissive’ gut microbiota capable of producing high levels of SCFAs on a plant-based diet. By contrast, we propose that residents in Westernised societies have a ‘restrictive community structure’ where additional substrate delivery leads to a minimal increase in product formation due to saturation. However, both community structures are substrate-dependent whereby a decrease in substrate consumption (ie, omnivores on a low carbohydrate/fibre diet) will lead to a decrease in product formation (SCFAs).

Our model also provides an explanation for the relationship between the omnivore versus vegan diet and plasma levels of S-equol, a non-steroidal oestrogen that may exhibit health benefits, produced by gut microbiota metabolism of isoflavones rich in soy foods, such as daidzein and genistein.33 Germ-free animals and infants aged <4 months do not produce S-equol in response to soy consumption.50 Although almost every animal species can produce equol when consuming soy-containing diet,33 humans differ in that only about 30% of the Western population can produce S-equol after consuming soy isoflavones, whereas approximately 60% of adults in Asian populations are equol producers, a group where soy is more regularly consumed.34 The basis for the variability in producing S-equol is currently unknown but may be due to differential membership in the gut microbiota.10 However, the observation that equol production is a stable trait over time53 and that the consumption of soy does not convert a non-equol producer into an equol producer33 suggest that the ability to produce...
equol is more a consequence of colonisation associated with residence in Asian versus Western societies than by diet. Only 40% of vegans in our study had detectable plasma equol levels, reflecting a Westernised influence on the trait and emphasising that both bacterial lineages present and substrate availability likely account for differential equol production. Indeed, similar to the association between extremely low carbohydrate diets and the significant reduction in faecal SCFAs, 

omnivores in our study consumed low levels of the two soy-based substrates and none had detectable levels of plasma equol.

In summary, agrarian diets have been associated with better health due to incompletely characterised mechanisms. Bacterial metabolites were more abundant while lipid and amino acid metabolites were less abundant in the plasma metabolome of vegans, which may provide a health benefit relative to omnivores. A plant-based diet may increase delivery of beneficial bacterial metabolites, such as equol, or decrease the production of a deleterious metabolite such as trimethylamine. 

Our results support a greater role for diet as a substrate that influences the bacterial metabolome than as a factor that regulates gut bacterial community membership. However, the production of some metabolites may be constrained by the composition of the gut microbiota, which may be more a consequence of residence in Western, African or Asian societies than by diet. An example of a culturally associated environmentally determined gut microbiota trait is a specific glycoside hydrolase, capable of degrading porphyran that is abundant in red algae, frequent in the gut microbiome of the Japanese population but absent in Northern American individuals. Thus, consideration of gut microbiota composition may be important when developing a ‘prebiotic’ approach to treat disease and/or maintain health by delivering specific substrates for bacterial conversion into beneficial metabolites. Such prebiotics may demonstrate varying levels of efficacy in culturally distinct human populations. Integrating information about the composition of the gut microbiome with the delivery of substrates focused on metabolite production should help make possible both improved diets and the ‘next-generation’ prebiotics, probiotics, symbiotics and dietary supplements for maintaining health and treating disease.
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